Advantage Software Wants You to Have This!
Why else would they provide to you, at no charge for a full year, the incredible
SearchMaster 11 software that you received either with your Total Eclipse CD or
with the computer you recently ordered from ASI (on which SearchMaster was
preinstalled)? With SearchMaster, you can find, in seconds, using multiple
wildcards, the spellings of . . .
Attorneys and their city and state locations! (Over 1.8 million!)
Doctors and dentists and their city, state, and specialty! (Over 1.9 million.)
Street names in the U.S., Guam, and Puerto Rico! (Over 6.5 million!)
Medical terminology! (Case-sensitive, of course.) Over 275,000 references.
Drug names (case-sensititive) Over 30,000 references!
Cities of the US and the world! (over 450,000 references.)
Hospitals and clinics in the U.S.!
Elementary, junior, and high schools in U.S. and Canada!
Colleges & Universities of the world!
Asbestos terminology!
Aviation terminology!
Biology terminology!
Boating and Oceanography terminology!
Car and truck terminology!
Chemical terminology!
Computer and technology terminology!
Construction terminology!
Countries of the world!
Environmental terminology!
Financial terminology!
Latin and legal terminology!
Military bases and military terminology!

Tired of clicking through Google pages until your fingers bleed? Tired of not
being able to use wildcards for your searches? Install and register the
SearchMaster 11 that Advantage Software has provided to you, and those days
will be over!
And there's more! If you save, in SearchMaster's ASCII folder, an ASCII copy of
each transcript you produce, you can create a multiple-wildcard-searchable
database of those transcripts so that you can -- are you ready for this? -- search
them all at the same time for words and/or names that came up in your previous
transcripts! You can even create a master index of all your ASCII transcripts, one
that will contain (and allow you to find in two seconds flat) the spelling and

location of any word, any name, and/or any proper noun in all of those
transcripts!
SearchMaster 11, a $289 value, is yours at no charge for a full year; and when
that year is over, the next year will cost the paltry sum of $59.
Turn on your speakers, then click HERE to see SearchMaster do its magic!
Questions? E-mail me back or call my toll-free number: 888.461.7475.

SearchMaster
"The Time Machine for Reporting Professionals."
Toll-free Support: 888.461.7475

